Philip Bloom's Cinematic Masterclass
9 videos

**Episode 0: Introduction and Lens Whacking**
Series: Philip Bloom's Cinematic Masterclass

In this introductory episode, Philip gives you an overview of exactly what to expect throughout his Cinematic Masterclass. We then look at the creative technique of "free lensing" or "lens whacking" a...

**Episode 1: The Basics**
Series: Philip Bloom's Cinematic Masterclass

Philip gives us an overview of the essential kit required to shoot cinematic shots and sequences, as well as the range of equipment available. He then dives into camera settings and setup to show how...

**Episode 2: Visual Storytelling**
Series: Philip Bloom's Cinematic Masterclass

In this programme Philip deconstructs composition, showing you exactly how lens selection establishes the framing of your shot. He then moves on to camera motion, showing the various tools available t...

**Episode 3: Interviews**
Series: Philip Bloom's Cinematic Masterclass

This video covers everything you need to know to get the most out of interviewing subjects. Starting with your setup—lighting, camera position, audio—and then to the actual interview technique and how...

**Episode 4: Slow Motion**
Series: Philip Bloom's Cinematic Masterclass

Slow motion cinematography can add a huge amount of impact to your project, but while it's easy to begin with it's difficult to master. Here, Philip breaks down different types of slow motion, how and...

**Episode 5: Timelapse**
Series: Philip Bloom's Cinematic Masterclass

In this episode Philip demystifies timelapse shots. He steps us through the equipment as well as his tips and techniques for of all styles—short, long, day-to-night and astro timelapse—and gives an un...

**Episode 6: Aerial Cinematography and Drones**
Series: Philip Bloom's Cinematic Masterclass

With the ease of access to drones, aerial shots have almost become ubiquitous. In this video Philip shows you how to get truly cinematic aerial shots and sequences, whether you've just picked up your...

**Episode 7: The Story**
Series: Philip Bloom's Cinematic Masterclass

In this episode Philip combines all the lessons of the previous episodes, as we go behind the scenes and on location with him to learn his process, and see how he creates a story that will entertain a...

**Episode 8: Post Production**
Series: Philip Bloom's Cinematic Masterclass

In the final episode of the series Philip takes us through his all-important post production workflow. Media management, editing, audio, colour correction and grading is all covered as he shows us how...